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History of Reggaetón

Reggaetón is defined as “a Spanish-language fusion of dancehall reggae, hip-hop, salsa, cumbia,

merengue and other Caribbean flavors” (Jones). Known for its beat, the origin of reggaetón is linked to

the development of Panama in 1903 and the subsequent creation of the Panama Canal.  According to

Philip Samponaro in “‘Oye mi Canto’ (‘Listen to My Song’):  The History and Politics of Reggaetón,”

Panama’s initial population of the descendants of Hispanic Spaniards and diverse aboriginal groups of

native Panamanians changed during the building of the Panama Canal (490).  During this construction,

“35,000, mostly English-speaking, black workers from the West Indies” came, “or more than 150,000

immigrants when families of workers are added” (490).

This new flux of black workers helped to create a sense of national consciousness in Panama,

which in turn led to the intermingling of musical styles.  This fusion “merged Colombian cumbia with

Trinidadian soca, Jamaican reggae, calypso and Haitian kompa, and in the process created the first

Latin American reggae recordings” (490).  This early forerunner of reggaetón laid the foundation for

the  inclusion  of  Jamaican  dancehall  rap.   As  stated  in  “Jamaican  Dancehall  Censored:  Music,

Homophobia, and the Black Body in the Postcolonial World” by Johannes Frandsen Skjelbo, dancehall

is  “known for  its  danceability,  the  impressive  vocal  deftness  of  its  performers,  and its  sometimes

extremely sexually explicit and/or violent lyrics.  The associated dance culture is characterized by a

quite obsessive fascination with sex, bodies, and gender roles” (136).  In this context, according to

some critics, reggaetón adopted some of its characteristics.  In particular, Zaire Zenit Dizney-Flores

argues that “the most popular themes in reggaetón songs are sex, dancing and partying, experiencing

love, lyrical prowess, violence, and heartache” (47).  Félix Jiménez, in addition, concurs and finds that

“gender and sexuality ruled not only the content, but also the production of the genre [of reggaetón]”

(236).  Likewise, an article in the Los Angeles Times notes that reggaetón focuses on sexuality: “It also

has  its  own  dance,  a  sexually  suggestive  bump-and  grind  indelicately  called  el  perreo—roughly



translated, the doggie dance” (Gurza).

Representing the fusion of diverse musical forms, including hip hop brought from the U.S.

military to Panama along with reggae and dancehall rap, reggaetón emerged with the founding

figure of the genre, Panamanian DJ and rapper Edgardo Franco (known as El General) (Marshall

79).  In 1990, El General released the “beatbox, baseline” hit “Tu Pun Pun” (“Tu pun pun, mami

no me va a matar”) (Your boom-boom, mamma, doesn’t kill me”) (qtd. in Twickel 82), followed

by “Te Ves Buena,” “El Caramelo,”  “Muévelo,” “Las Chicas,” or the “Borinquen Anthem” with

C&C Music Factory (82).  As they played these popular hits by El General, U.S. airways took

notice of rap in Spanish, especially by the pioneering Puerto Rican rapper and songwriter Luis

Armando Lozada Cruz (a.k.a. Vico C).  Vico C later demonstrated that hip hop is the precursor to

reggaetón when he stated that reggaetón is “essentially hip hop but with a flavor more

compatible to the Caribbean” (qtd. in Marshall 28).  This “flavor” is the “3+3+2 cross-rhythms

that underpin reggaetón,” which makes it highly danceable (28-29).  Newspaper writer Agustin

Garza adds that “the signature of reggaetón is based on the beat of Jamaica dancehall music, but

with more muscle.  It has the go-go energy of a cleerleading chant, the menancing undercurrent

of gangsta rap and the chug-a-lug ethos of a fraternity party.”  As reggaetón artist Ramón Ayala

Rodríguez (a.k.a. Daddy Yankee) further explained, “In the early Nineties, underground artists in

Puerto Rico were rapping over  US hip-hop and Jamaican dancehall  beats.   We mixed those

sounds with Latin culture and got reggaetón.  It’s a pumping, electronically-produced rhythm

based on the ‘dembow’. . .  pum-ka-pum-ka, pum-ka-ka.  Reggaetón can be singing or rapping,

but there has to be the ‘dem bow’” (qtd. in Bentley 9). He contends that, “It came from la kalle,

the streets.  We spoke about guns, drugs, beefs, women.  Like gangster rap, it was raw in the

early years” (9).  

In 1999, DJ Coyote and DJ Nelson formed The Mix 107.7, Puerto Rico’s first 24-hour-a-

day reggaetón station.  After being on the air for three months, the Mix had 2 million listeners—

more than half of the total population living in Puerto Rico (Bentley 9).  Eventually, reggaetón

dispersed to other places, especially the United States.  The Puerto Rican and African-American

rapper  Victor  Santiago,  known  as  N.O.R.E.,  especially  helped  propel reggaetón  into  the
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mainstream when he collaborated with Gemstar and Big Mato on “Toma Reggaetón” in 2004.

The song became the first reggaetón track played on Hot 97, New York’s biggest urban music

radio station (10).  N.O.R.E.’s follow-up song “Oye Mi Canto,” along with Daddy Yankee, Nina

Sky, Gem Star, and Big Mato, reached number 12 on the Billboard Top 100 chart (Castillo-

Garstow 26) and became the Latino anthem with its  chorus: “Boricua,  morena,  dominicano,

colombiano,  Boricua,  morena,  cubano,  mexicano,  oye  mi  canto” (26).   According to  Daddy

Yankee, “‘Oye Mi Canto’ was the key to  introduce  reggaetón to the masses.   It’s  like what

Rapper’s Delight (by the Sugarhill Gang) was for the hip-hop movement in the early ‘80s” (qtd.

in Jones).

Reggaetón on the Move

Several harbingers of reggaetón’s widespread success occurred when Reggaetón Summerfest

featured a sold-out concert at Madison Square Garden in August 2003.  Another indicator was

the  first  reggaetón  documentary,  The  Chosen  Few,  in  December  2004.   The  documentary

featured interviews and live performances by Vico C, El General, Daddy Yankee, Don Omar,

Tego Calderón, Luny Tunes, and several others.  The CD format sold over 500,000 copies and

ranked  on  the  Billboard  charts  for  several  months  (Pacini  Hernández  148).   According  to

Deborah Pacini Hernández in “Dominicans in the Mix,” The Chosen Few thrust reggaetón into

the spotlight, since it was a “success in disseminating reggaetón—as well as its associated

images, spaces, fashions, and cultural ideologies” (148).  Furthermore, the documentary “did for

reggaetón what the films Wild Style accomplished for hip-hop in 1983 and Our Latin Thing for

salsa  in  1972”  (148).   Reggaetón  was  also  propelled  by  MTV’s  documentary  My  Block:

Reggaetón in 2006.  The documentary showcased the MTV V-jay Sway interviewing Daddy

Yankee, Don Omar, Tego Calderón, Ivy Queen, Voltio, DJ Nelson, Calle 13, N.O.R.E., and Luny

Tunes.  While it is limited to these popular artists,  the documentary helped reggaetón garner

national attention and several articles in significant U.S. newspaper and magazines such as the

New  York  Times,  Los  Angeles  Times,  Village  Voice,  and  Rolling  Stone.  In  addition,  at  the

international  stage,  the Latin Grammys acknowledged reggaetón’s rise  in  popularity  when it
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started an award category for the genre at the November 2005 award ceremony (Samponaro

502).

This  widespread  interest  in  reggaetón  has  put  many  reggaetón  artists  into  the  national

spotlight, such as Daddy Yankee, Tego Calderón, Don Omar, Wisin & Yandel, Zion & Lennox,

Ivy Queen, Farruko, J Balvin, J Alvarez, and John Jay.  While there is an extensive list of well-

known reggaetón artists, one reggaetón singer has been considered El Rey, the King; this artist is

reggaetón superstar  Daddy Yankee,  whose  2004 album  Barrio  Fino  was the  first  reggaetón

album to sell 1 million copies (qtd. in Jones).  His concerts have sold out New York’s Madison

Square Garden several times and his smash song “Gasolina” was a “global hit from Australia to

Switzerland” (Legrand).  In an interview in December 2008, Daddy Yankee credited New York

and the Puerto Rican population there with helping to make his music international. He said, “In

the mid-nineties I started traveling to New York because there is a large Puerto Rican community

there. They related to my music and little by little they began to share it with everyone. Suddenly

you had everyone singing my music. I consider New York to be the bridge that took me to the

rest of the world” (qtd. in Shayegan).  In this light, Daddy Yankee viewed himself as part of the

pioneering reggaetón movement. He further commented, “We’re introducing  reggaetón to the

masses now.  We’ve been doing this for the last 13 years, so for the Latin community this is not

new.  But my tours are not just for the Latin community.  It’s for everybody” (qtd. in Jones).

Indeed, Daddy Yankee has worked with such diverse artists such as Fergie, will i. am, Akon,

Enrique Iglesias, and Nicky Jam and starred in the Paramount movie Talento de Barrio (Straight

from the Barrio) (2008), which used songs from his album of the same name. 

Today,  Daddy Yankee is  still  a  well-known force  on the reggaetón scene with his  smash

“Shaky  Shaky.”   With  its  infectious  beat,  “Shaky  Shaky”  has  been  considered  highly

“contagious” to listeners:  “‘Shaky Shaky’ has become one of the most contagious songs Daddy

Yankee has released until now. It’s not only catchy, but the lyrics are also easy to remember. If

you repeat the song over and over while you’re in your car, for example, you won’t stop singing

it the whole day” (Valdez).  In fact, the song has become so popular that Walmart is using it in a

children’s  commercial  for  Christmas  called  “Navidades  con  Walmart”  (“Christmas  with
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Walmart”). The commercial, which is primarily broadcast in Spanish-speaking areas, features

children shaking wrapped Christmas presents.  While the music plays and the children eventually

remove the wrapping paper from their gifts, the upbeat chorus of “Shaky Shaky” mimics the

children’s smiles as they dance with their new toys.  In addition,  the catchy beat of “Shaky

Shaky” has encouraged spinoff videos of the song with dance challenges and the extended remix

version with Daddy Yankee, Nicky Jam, and Plan B.

According  to  Amaya  Mendizabal  from  Billboard magazine,  “Shaky  Shaky”  is  Daddy

Yankee’s “fourth No. 1 song on Hot Latin Songs” and “streams [of the song] soared 20 percent to

2.8 million”.  In sum, Daddy Yankee has earned “44 hits [on Hot Latin Songs] since debuting in

2004—more than any other urban act.  He previously crowned the chart with ‘Rompe’ (15 weeks

in 2005), ‘Lovumba (Prestige)’ (one week in 2012) and ‘Limbo’ (15 weeks in 2013)”

(Mendizábal).   Daddy  Yankee’s  groundbreaking  career  shows  no  signs  of  slowing  down,

especially  with  his  Kingdom Tour  with  former  rival  Don  Omar  in  2016,  concert  tour  with

Enrique Iglesias in 2016, and endorsement deals with several lucrative companies.

Reggaetón on an International Platform

The  business  world  has  also  paid  attention  to  the  national  spotlight  of  reggaetón  and

reggaetón performers.  In May 2005, the cereal company Kellogg’s designed ‘‘ReggaetónTony,’’

“a reggaetón version of its trademark Tony the Tiger in an ad campaign promoting ‘Zucaritas’

(‘‘Frosted Flakes’’)  in  the Puerto Rican newspaper  Primera Hora (Samponaro 503).   Daddy

Yankee, for example, signed an endorsement deal with Pepsi, developed his own cologne, and

signed with Reebok to create a signature collection of athletic footwear, apparel and accessories

called DY.  According to Que Gaskins, Reebok’s Vice President of Entertainment and Lifestyle

Marketing in 2005, “Daddy Yankee is a true trailblazer in the music industry and Reebok is

excited to partner with someone that has such a strong connection and point of relevancy with

today’s youth.   We look forward  to offering product that mirrors Daddy Yankee’s style and

allows consumers to fully celebrate the culture of reggaetón” (“Reebok Signs”).  The relationship

with Reebok is a good partnership, remarked Daddy Yankee, because “they believe in what I
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believe in—being real and not being afraid to do something that sets you apart from the crowd.

I’m truly honored to be able to share my uniqueness and creativity with the rest of the world

through my deal  with  Reebok” (“Reebok Signs”).   Moreover,  Burger  King started  the  “My

Music, My Style” promotion with Voltio in 2006 (Cobo) and Hennessy, Verizon, and First Bank

Mortage  of  Puerto  Rico  have  used  Tego  Calderón  in  their  ad  campaigns.   In  addition,  the

reggaetón duo Alexis & Fido spearheaded AT&T’s campaign in September 2009.  More recent

collaborations between corporate enterprises and reggaetón artists include Don Omar and Tego

Calderón  as  actors  in  The Fast  and  Furious movies;  and  a  reggaetón-fused  Chips  Ahoy

commercial, Optimum commercial, and Footaction commercial with Nicky Jam.

The incorporation of reggaetón artists has also included politics.  In particular, Daddy Yankee

endorsed Republican Presidential nominee John McCain in 2008. He said, “Me personally, I

choose him [McCain] as the best candidate because he's been a fighter for the immigration issue”

(Inskeep).  On the other hand, Don Omar supported President Barack Obama’s campaign with

the reggaetón song, “Como Se Dice,” and collaborated with the Cuban band Yerba Buena and

over a dozen other Latinx stars on “Podemos Con Obama” (“We Can With Obama”).  Moreover,

on October  13,  2009,  Tito “El  Bambino” performed at  the White  House in connection with

honoring Hispanic Heritage Month.  While they have not been linked to recent candidates in the

U.S. presidential elections, reggaetón artists still have their music played at political rallies in

Puerto Rico.  

There are several other indicators that the appeal of  reggaetón and reggaetón artists is

universal and will continue to grow. One of the most predominant factors is reggaetón’s

affiliation with the exercise program of Zumba.  Don Omar, for example, sings “Zumba” for the

campaign video of Zumba.  His songs “Danza Kuduro” and “Taboo” are also frequently played

in Zumba studios.  Daddy Yankee is another popular reggaetón artist whose work is heavily

associated with Zumba, especially his song “Limbo” which is featured in a promotional video for

Greek Zumba instructors (Spencer).  With this emphasis on reggaetón music in Zumba classes,

Zumba instructors are “creating new fans for artists such as [. . .], Daddy Yankee and Don Omar”

(Gedan Spencer).  Most significantly, they are showcasing the global appeal of reggaetón and the
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powerful influence of the genre.

Another  significant  factor  is  the  increase of  music  festivals,  which  feature  reggaetón

performers.   Headlining such reggaetón artists,  such as Gente de Zona, Chino y Nacho, and

Wisin,  the Aruba Summer Music Festival  in 2016 demonstrates the widespread followers of

reggaetón.  Building on the demand of reggaetón, Chiquito and Dominican Power will perform

and have a reggaetón workshop as part of the Singapore International Latin Festival in January

2017.  And with the growing audience of reggaetón fans that use technology, there is a website

that lists all of the upcoming reggaetón music festivals (“Reggaeton Festivals”).  These festivals

include  several  international  locations,  such  as  Havana,  Cuba;  Oslo,  Norway;  and  Munich,

Germany.  Enthusiasts can also find videos of reggaetón festivals on Youtube, such as the “I

Love Reggaetón Festival” in Lausanne, Switzerland in 2013 and Moscow Reggaetón Festival in

Russia in 2015. 

The last major factor is the numerous amounts of artists that have embraced reggaetón

and have collaborated with reggaetón artists.  Justin Bieber, for instance, worked with J Balvin

on the remix version of his smash hit song “Sorry” in 2015.  He also broke into a spontaneous

dance to Daddy Yankee’s “Gasolina,” while performing at the 2016 Purpose World Tour at the

Staples Center on March 20, 2016 in Los Angeles, California.  Likewise, Jennifer Lopez has

danced to “Gasolina” at her performances at the Axis at Planet Hollywood Resort  & Casino

throughout 2016 in Las Vegas, Nevada.  She also performed with Wisin & Yandel on “Follow the

Leader,”  sang with Don Omar on “Hold You Down,” and posted a  highly popular  video of

herself dancing to J Balvin’s “Ginza” on Instagram. Another well-known collaborator is Enrique

Iglesias who has worked with several reggaetón artists, including Wisin, Nicky Jam, Gente de

Zona, Daddy Yankee, Farruko, and J Balvin.  By embracing diverse singers, reggaetón artists

have continued to  expand the  genre  and experiment  with  the  sounds of  reggaetón.   This  is

particularly appealing to their widespread fan base and to the genre’s continued success.

Future of Reggaetón

Reggaetón has come a long way, since Daddy Yankee exploded with the popular megahit
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“Gasolina.” According to Rocio Guerrero, Spotify’s head of Latin content management, “It’s

interesting because the reggaetón audience today is bigger than any other Latin genre. “The

reality is this playlist [of reggaetón] is being played in Singapore, London and all over the

world. There are Latin people all over the world, but it’s not just Latin people listening”

(qtd. in Resto-Montero).  As more successful reggaetón artists have developed, reggaetón has

increased  its  universal  appeal  to  global  audiences.   With  the  genre’s  steady  evolution  and

increased exposure, reggaetón will continue to be a powerful force in the record industry and

beyond.  This phenomenon of reggaetón’s popularity only continues to grow and push its sales to

the multibillion dollar mark in the record industry.
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